
	  

 

 

Module 5-‐Handout 1 Research on AAC Representational Systems

Research	  on AAC Representational Systems is asking teachers and
therapists to evaluate two AAC beliefs and practices when working with
students	  with complex	  communication needs.

1.	 There may or may not	  be a representational hierarchy of symbols	  from
objects to printed words. There is evidence that	  children can learn to
understand and use a variety of symbols at a very young age through
repeated exposure to the symbol and its referent	  in natural contexts.

2.	 It may or may not	  be true that concrete/iconic symbols are acquired by
children at a faster rate than abstract	  symbols. There is evidence the
children learn to use iconic symbols and abstract	  symbols at the same rate.
And there is evidence that	  suggests that	  abstract	  symbols have a greater
benefit	  than iconic symbols when it	  comes to generalization of the symbol.
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Key points summarized from the literature posted by Russell Cross, on March 24,
2015 at the ASHA	  Special Interest Group 12 Online Community

Here's a quote from an article by Romski and Sevcik, 2005, that	  summarizes
their take on how symbols are used:

"...during early phases of development, it	  may not	  matter if the child uses
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abstract	  or iconic	  symbols because to the child they all function the same. The
choice of symbol set	  may be complicated by what	  families perceive as
appropriate for young children." (p.181).

Angermeier, Schlosser, Luiselli, Harrington, and Carter, 2008, looked at the
effect	  picture iconicity in PECS symbols has on requesting, and found that:

"Based on the results of this study, less iconic	  symbols may be acquired at	  the
same rate as more iconic	  symbols at	  least	  during Phases I and II of PECS
training." (p.443).

Stephenson, 2009, argued that;

"...it	  is suggested that	  the level of iconicity of graphic	  symbols may not	  be an
important	  variable when people are learning to use pictures as symbols. Other
variables related to pictorial competence and symbolic	  understanding are likely
to outweigh iconicity as a single variable." (p.198).

None of these studies suggests that	  selecting images on the basis of iconicity is
a "bad thing" or "wrong," but	  that	  using non-‐iconic symbols is equally valid,
which is good news when it	  comes to teaching high-‐frequency non-‐iconic words	  
such as "that" or "want." In fact, Angermeier et al. op. cit. suggest	  that,"...the
use of less iconic	  symbols at	  no cost	  in terms of acquisition may pay off in terms
of facilitating generalization." (p.443).

I appreciate that	  these examples refer very specifically to one element	  in a
supposed hierarchy running from "real world object" through to "abstract	  
graphic symbol," but	  they do suggest	  that	  the idea	  that	  you must	  use iconic
pictures before non-‐iconic (or more abstract) pictures isn’t	  necessarily so!
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